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“This tastefully produced work celebrates the energetic spirit of those who persevere in chasing—and making—‘an object filled with objects’ amid a variety of obstacles.” – Foreword Reviews

“A history and a ‘how to’ that illuminates the influence, delights, problems, and engaging idiosyncrasies of these important magazines in American literary culture.” – Publishers Weekly

“A thorough discussion of the history, the transformation in print and online, and the significance of what J.D. McClatchy calls ‘the prime archeological dig of the American imagination.’” – Voice of Youth Advocates

“Travis Kurowski’s compilation most certainly should be regarded as the resource on the subject.” – Portland Book Review

Paper Dreams brings together a conversation that has lit a rhetorical fire under editors and writers since the onset of print and the E-revolution. This rich, collective history of an evolving medium—from micro-run letterpress examples to digital-only platforms—illuminates the significance of a longstanding creative pillar and cultural linchpin of American society.
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